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Chapter 46

“You were saying?” Matthew asked.

The security guard swallowed nervously with a shocked expression. “Sir… M-May I take a look at your card?”

“This card?” Matthew was puzzled as he pulled out the black card. It was given to him by Timothy. Matthew didn’t take it

seriously, so he just kept it in his wallet.

When the security guard took a closer look, he became even more shocked. “Sir, pardon me. Would you like to come in and take a

seat?”

“Take a seat?” Matthew was surprised. The security guard did not allow him to enter just now because he was not dressed

properly. What was going on? Matthew followed the security guard into the restaurant, who did not dare to mistreat the former.

He brought Matthew to a place by the window where it was comfortable and pleasant.

“Sir, I’m so sorry to make you wait. If you need anything at all, please ask our waiter!” uttered the security guard respectfully

before he hurriedly left with the card.

Matthew was confused; he didn’t know what had happened. But since he was already shown his way in, he picked up the menu

and started ordering some food at ease. Sitting not far away, Logan and Elaine caught a glimpse of Matthew; both of them were

taken aback.

“How did this lad come in?”

“Obviously it’s because he saw us earlier. He was not willing to let the matter go, so he followed us in to show off!”

“One has to spend a minimum of two thousand per meal at this restaurant. Can he afford it?”

“Hehe, whatever. Let’s just stand by and watch for now. It’ll be funny when he can’t pay the bill later!”

The two were laughing and joking around. Logan even took Elaine in his arms and looked at Matthew mockingly.

Meanwhile, the security guard ran to the office upstairs in a state of panic and asked in a trembling voice, “Is Mr. Moses here?”

“What is it?” The man at the door glared at him, dissatisfied. “The manager has something to do, so he went out. What’s the

matter?”

“Hurry up and ask him to come back!” urged the security guard anxiously.

The man stared back at him. “Are you f*cking crazy? What right do you have to ask him to come back?!”

The security guard gritted his teeth and handed out the card immediately. “Hurry up and ask the manager to return!”

The man took a look, and his expression changed instantly. “I-Isn’t this our director, Mr. Wayne’s Supreme Card? Who came

here? Mr. Newman, or the one from Sheffield?”

The security guard answered in a troubled tone, “Neither!”

“Neither? Someone stole their Supreme Card?” The man gasped. “My goodness, this is not an issue that we can solve by

ourselves. You wait here. I will ask the manager to come back!”

On the other hand, Matthew wasn’t aware that his card had shocked these people so much. He had ordered the food and was about

to have a bite when Sasha called. “Did you call me? What’s the matter?”

Matthew said, “It’s nothing. I wanted to have lunch with you. Are you busy?”

“I was in a meeting. Where are you now? I’ll come meet you.”

“Shanghai Nights restaurant!”

Sasha was taken aback for a moment. “Shanghai Nights? Do you mean the one next to it?”

Matthew repeated, “No. I’m talking about Shanghai Nights restaurant itself!”

Sasha exclaimed, “Stop kidding me! Only members are allowed to enter.”

“I mean, I don’t know. The waiter let me in.”

Sasha fell silent for a while. “Wait for me. I will be there soon.”

Matthew then put down his phone. Within ten minutes, Sasha, who was   wearing a professional suit, walked into the hall. As soon

as Sasha entered, she immediately attracted everyone’s attention. After all, she was the number one beauty in Eastcliff. Sasha was

absolutely flawless in her looks and temperament.

Logan’s eyes were fixated on her. Compared to Sasha,   Elaine was like an ugly duckling. Indeed, Sasha turned many heads,

especially the men who were all thinking about how to flirt with her. Under the gazes of everyone, Sasha came straight to

Matthew’s table and sat down in front of him.
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